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1 | About Audience Architects	  

Audience Architects (AARCH) is a dance service organization whose mission is to build and 
engage dance audiences in Chicago and advocate for Chicago dance. We exist to provide 
Chicago dance organizations with increased visibility, expansive resources, & forums to 
showcase & share their talents.  Audience Architects grew out of The Chicago Community 
Trust’s five-year Dance Initiative, which, among other things, funded a multi-year market 
research study on how to build dance audiences. One of the resultant projects was 
SeeChicagoDance.com, an audience development website, which launched in 2005 and drives 
ticket sales for dance in Chicago. With its comprehensive calendar, discount ticket sales 
program, email newsletter and database of proven dance patrons, the site quickly proved to be 
a success. It was clear that it needed to continue beyond the duration of the Dance Initiative, 
and Audience Architects was co-founded by Carol Fox and Niki Morrison as a 501c3 
organization in 2008 to ensure that vital audience development services would continue for the 
Chicago dance field. 

AARCH’s flagship program www.SeeChicagoDance.com is an audience development website 
that launched in 2005 and has proven to be of great value to the public and non-profit dance 
organizations alike through:  

1) A comprehensive calendar with free visibility for 240+ companies, venues, and presenters;  
2) Discount ticket sales program, which has generated $850,000 for companies;  
3) A subscriber database of 11,400 dance devotees (6,000 unique monthly site visitors);  
4) Critical review/preview articles by leading dance critics who generate 60+ unique pieces 

annually, serving as a leading news source for dance in Chicago, as print media continues 
to decline; and  

5) A companion web section promoting dance classes, dance schools, and social dance 
opportunities. 
 

In addition to the website, other core programs delivered by AARCH include:  

1) Community convening’s and advocacy  
2) Research of dance community needs 
3) Promotion of Chicago dance at booking conferences  
4) Membership programs for organizations and individual artists (discounted advertising, ability 

to sell discounted tickets, access to professional development and networking events, 
booking/conference/showcase services); current membership includes 68 organizations and 
25 individuals, who represent a tremendous array of styles, dance genres, and budgets.  

5) Presentation of Chicago Dance Month in celebration of the Chicago dance community every 
April 

6) Moving Dialogs, a discussion series that examines contemporary societal issues viewed 
through the lens of dance, and connects artists and audiences by offering conversations 
with scholars and dance practioners. 

2 | Chicago Dance Community Overview 
 
Dance is part of the identity and life of Chicago. For over 200 years dance in Chicago has been 
a leading community of collaborative artists, creative problem solvers and nonverbal storytellers 
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who create excitement and emotional experiences through dance: An art form that embodies 
the freedom of human expression through movement. It is a diverse, vibrant and open 
community that is leading artistic excellence and producing transformative dance experiences 
across the City of Chicago. It is also showcasing Chicago dance companies on national and 
international stages.  
 
A central challenge facing the Chicago dance industry is how can we build both new and 
existing dance audiences to ultimately increase awareness, engagement and earned 
revenue? 
 

3 | Project Overview: Citywide Dance Marketing Initiative (CDMI) 
 
A citywide marketing initiative has been identified as a top, collaborative priority with the 
objective to build awareness about the Chicago dance community and to engage and 
develop new dance audiences across the city.  
 
This project was born out of many conversations in the dance community and was part of an 
Arts & Business Council of Chicago (A&BC) BVA project. Over the last nine months, the BVA 
consultants led a project to develop a creative brief for CDMI along with a steering group that 
consisted of Audience Architects staff along with representatives from the Arts & Business 
Council of Chicago, River North Dance Chicago, Links Hall, Auditorium Theatre of Roosevelt 
University. It also involved input from an Executive Director Group of 20 leading Chicago Dance 
organizations, and a design workshop with dancers, choreographers, administrators, marketers 
and other members of Chicago Dance. The project is conceived to evolve over a 5 year time 
frame. The overall intention of the project throughout all phases is to elevate Chicago Dance to 
be seen as part of the identity and life of Chicago.  

Phase 1 of CDMI will take place during 2016, and is funded by grants from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the Joyce Foundation, NIB Foundation and numerous individual 
donors.  

The creative brief outlines key activities, messaging, and creative concepts for CDMI. Select 
portions of the creative brief are included in this RFP, and in the appendices. A full version of 
the 40 page creative brief is available upon request.  

The CDMI will offer vital exposure first and foremost to the 80+ member organizations and 
individual artists who will be most actively involved, and subsequently to the 200+ Chicago 
dance organizations that use AARCH services by shining a spotlight on the sector and offering 
an expansive model of engagement and collaboration. The validation, branding, and earned 
income opportunities made possible by a citywide marketing initiative will further support each 
dance organizations sustainability, building vital capacity. As defined as a priority in the Chicago 
Cultural Plan, this initiative directly drives towards creating a more sustainable environment 
where artists can thrive. 
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4 | Initiative Purpose & Objectives 
 
Initiative purpose: To reposition dance as part of the identity and life of Chicago and to 
develop new and existing audiences by increasing awareness, engagement and ultimately, 
increase earned revenue by 2020. 	  
 
To reposition dance in Chicago the initiative will:  
1. Develop perceptions of dance in Chicago as part of the identity and life of Chicago and a 

must-have Chicago cultural experience 
2. Strengthen awareness in and outside of Chicago that the city is home to a diverse, vibrant 

and open dance community  
3. Increase citywide understanding of dance in Chicago as an art form, and recognition of its 

value as an art form to invest in 
 
To develop dance audiences in Chicago the initiative will:  
1. Reach and develop new dance audiences from across the City of Chicago 
2. Deepen relationships with existing dance audiences from across the City of Chicago 

 

5 | CDMI Key Audiences 
 
Based on significant audience research, one primary audience, “dance tasters” has been 
identified as the core focus for CDMI, and campaign activities will be geared toward this target 
group. Two secondary audiences, “dance enthusiasts” and “dance curious” were also 
identified as offering opportunities for audience growth. The initiative will also offer opportunities 
to develop relationships with “dance ambassadors” who are current supporters and 
megaphones for dance in Chicago. See Appendix for definitions of these audience segments.  

6 | Creative Strategy 
 
6.1 Creative Considerations 
The creative will create excitement and emotional experiences, question expectations about 
dance across the City of Chicago, are bold and not afraid to be distinctive. To position dance as 
part of the identity and life of Chicago we recommend the following creative considerations to 
communicate about dance in Chicago. .   
 

DANCE IN CHICAGO “IS” … 
 

 
PART OF THE IDENTITY OF 

CHICAGO 
 

AS DIVERSE AS CHICAGO PART OF OUR CITY SPACES 

 
SEEN FROM MULTIPLE 

POINTS OF VIEW 
 

 
A SHARED SOCIAL 

EXPERIENCE 

 
CONNECTS OUR CITY 

EMOTIONALLY 
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6.2 Creative Idea 
The creative idea for the citywide marketing initiative (2015-2020) is articulated as:  
 

“Dance. Part of the identity and life of Chicago.” 
 
This idea visually and verbally defines the role, impact and meaning of dance as a key part of 
Chicago’s cultural identity and life. This is what it means to professional dancers, and non-
dancers alike, and how the everyday life of a dancer in Chicago is not so different from a non-
dancer. By seeing every day experiences through the lens of dance professionals and dance 
consumers across the City of Chicago, the audience will start to connect and understand that 
dance is all around them, and that they are also part of the cities dance community. Dance is on 
trains, in restaurants, sidewalks, and city offices. Dance is everywhere and of everyone.  
 
The aim of the creative is to over time create an emotional connection between how different 
dance audiences (e.g., dance tasters, dance enthusiasts, dance ambassadors) experience 
dance in Chicago and to firmly place dance top-of-mind as part of the cultural identity of 
Chicago and the life of being a Chicagoan. 
 
6.3 Phase 1: Creative Concept 2015/2016 
The final creative concept decided on for Phase 1 is articulated with: 
 
 

TAG LINE 
“Chicago. Every day is a dance.” 

 
HASHTAG 

#everydayisadance  

7 | Citywide Advertising Campaign 
 
Video, photography, branded materials, and transit executions of the creative were identified as 
the top priority for this initiative. With rising trends in organic free reach through the posting and 
sharing of video content through social media (especially Facebook) and its increased 
accessibility through mobile communications it was agreed by the AARCH steering group that to 
have the most impact on audiences in its first year, that initiative resources must be invested 
into the production and distribution of one or two video ads to be aired on TV, Cable, shared via 
social media. These will also be shown at all AARCH and partner dance events during the 
initiative.  
 
Example Advertisement: sample narratives for video advertisements to be aired on TV and to 
be shared on Vimeo and YouTube are detailed in the Appendix.  
 
Images from the production of the video with key scene shots we would also recommend be 
translated to a visual campaign to be placed on key transit locations spots throughout the 
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Chicago transit network (CTA and Buses), and shared via photographs through image focused 
social media spaces (e.g., Instagram, Pinterest, Facebook). 
 
Name Placement When Description 
Video 
Production 
& 
Distribution 

Cable TV, local 
stations & Social 
(Vimeo, YouTube) 
and website; 
Chicago 
International Film 
Festival  

2nd Q 
2016 

Develop video 2 x :15 or :30 video/web ads for 
“Chicago. Every Day is a Dance”. These ads will also be 
used through the citywide event strategy during events. 
Budget permitting, create a longer 1-2 minute ads for 
embedding on seechicagodance.com. 

Photography Postcard series, 
print ads in select 
publications (e.g., 
NYT) 

3rd Q 
2016 

Develop a series of collector edition postcard or 
notecard series; Develop high quality prints ads for 
placement in leading media and news publications 

Transit and 
City Ads 

Select Chicago 
trains, buses and 
stations;  
City of Chicago 
streets 

3rd Q 
2016 

Transit ads placed on Red, Green and Brown train lines, 
select city bus routes and stations; Street/pole banners. 
Discuss with Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) and City 
of Chicago.  

 
 

8 | Citywide Event Strategy 
 
In addition to a high-level advertising campaign and PR activity, audiences will also have the 
opportunity to attend and participate in dance experiences at a number of key citywide events. 
This may include: a dance booth at select street fairs and outdoor markets, a dance community 
float in city or neighborhood parades, attend events during Chicago Dance Month April 2016 (all 
audiences) and especially for dance ambassadors, generate sector-wide involvement in the 
intiative through AARCH community member events.  
 

 
 

8.1 Dance Booth at Street Festivals, Outdoor Markets, and Parades 
To increase awareness and inform audiences AARCH/SeeChicagoDance.com will have a 
presence at 3-5 street festivals, outdoor markets or parades during Phase I. Additional events 
may be added in subsequent Phases of the initiative (e.g., 2017/2018, 2019/2020). 
 

Chicago	  Dance	  
Booth	  	  

At	  select	  street	  
fairs	  and	  
outdoor	  
markets	  

Chicago	  Dance	  
Float	  	  

In	  city	  and	  
neightborhood	  
celebratory	  
parades	  

Chicago	  Dance	  
Month	  

AARCH	  
Community	  
Member	  	  
Events	  
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AARCH will host a booth at events with information in the form of flyers and brochures about the 
dance community, dance companies and specific programming for the current or forthcoming 
season. There will also be a program of “Chicago. Every Day is a Dance” branded promotions 
and giveaways (e.g., Tickets to AARCH member dance performances, branded merchandise 
such as magnets, t-shirts, temporary tattoos, stickers, hand out a free DVD or USB with video 
real of dance performances). Using mobile devices, people will be able to register to receive the 
AARCH/seechicagodance.com email newsletter and details of SCD hot deals.  
 
The street festivals and/or outdoor markets selected will span different neighborhoods so as to 
reach diverse peoples geographically. They may include the following.  
 
Name When Description 
Maxwell Street 
Markets 

Sundays, 
Year-round.  

The Maxwell Street Market is a Chicago tradition of bargains and 
bargaining with an international flavor. The market offers an eclectic 
mix of merchandise—from tools to tires, plus fresh produce, furniture, 
clothing, rare finds and collectibles—and some of the best Mexican 
and Latin street food in Chicago. 

Daley Plaza 
Farmers Markets 

Thursdays, 
May-Oct 
2016 

The Daley Plaza is the longest running Farmers Market in Chicago. 
The market takes place on Thursdays from 7am-3pm at 50 W. 
Washington St. 

AARCH Chicago 
Dance Month 

April, 2016 Chicago Dance Month is your chance to discover our city's energetic 
and varied dance scene! With more than 90 performances, events, 
and classes. 

Annual Chicago 
Summerdance 
Downtown and in 
the Parks 

June-
September, 
2016 

Dance to the sounds of 44 different live bands and get into step with 
dance lessons beforehand. Glide across the restored 4,900-square-
foot, 100 percent recycled, open-air dance floor designed by Chicago 
artist Dan Peterman. Swing, waltz, cha-cha…or simply enjoy the 
music. All FREE! 

The Gay Pride 
Festival and 
Parade 

June 2016 Chicago Pride Weekend consists of a two-day festival and 
Chicago’s world-famous parade. The two-day festival takes 
place along Chicago's famed Halsted strip 

   
Square Roots 
Festival 

July 2016 The Old Town School of Folk Music and the Lincoln Square 
Ravenswood Chamber of Commerce's craft beer and music 
experience in Chicago's Lincoln Square. 

Wicker Park Fest July 2016 The festival described as the “best street fest” by Chicago magazine 
and one of the Top 10 summer festivals by Chicago Tribune returns 
for a 12th consecutive year to the Milwaukee Avenue corridor. 
Presented by the Wicker Park Bucktown Chamber of Commerce, 
Wicker Park Fest annually draws close to 70,000. This year’s 
colossal street party presents three stages of continuous live music, 
a dedicated children’s fun area, an arts section with installation and 
performance acts, dozens of local vendors and restaurants, and 
environmentally-friendly production efforts. 

Glenwood 
Avenue Arts 
Festival 
 

August 
2016 

The annual Glenwood Avenue Arts Fest (GAAF) is a free, weekend-
long arts festival that features 100+ artists, open studios, and live 
entertainment on three outdoor stages. Experience art of all 
disciplines, music, theater, food and drink on the cobblestone streets 
of the Glenwood Avenue Arts District in Chicago’s historic Rogers 
Park neighborhood. 

Hyde Park Jazz 
Festival 

September 
2016 

Standing alone in a class of its own is the one and only Hyde Park 
Jazz Festival. Chicago’s vibrant jazz scene will be prominently 
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featured for two days during the 9th annual festival dedicated to 
Chicago’s most critically acclaimed artists as well as nationally and 
internationally recognized talents. 

Chicago 
International Film 
Festival 

October 2016 Purpose: To introduce Chicago and the world to new 
filmmakers, stories and points of view. 
 
AARCH to consider reaching out to the festival to consider 
showcasing and placing the video advertisement created 
during festival activities and throughout its yearlong activities.  
 

West town Art 
Walk 

October 
2016 

West Town’s prominent artist community comes together to display 
its talents at this pop-up gallery festival. The free West Town Art 
Walk features art in all forms within dozens of storefronts. During the 
Friday and Saturday event, attendees can enjoy visual art, 
performance art, music, culinary and fashion from Chicago artists 
showcased within West Town's shops, businesses, restaurants, and 
bars. 

McDonald's 
Thanksgiving 
Parade 

November 2016 Fun is to be had by all at the biggest holiday parade in 
Chicago. (Note: Consider Rhythm Project as event dance 
partner)  

 
 
8.2 Chicago Dance Month – April 2016 
To showcase and celebrate dance in Chicago AARCH will continue it’s hosting of the successful 
Chicago Dance Month. The month will be supported by the citywide campaign including 
marketing initiatives, ticket deals and professional development for Chicago professionals. 
Chicago Dance Month includes pop up performances, video series on TV/web, ongoing ads, 
and logos in all participating company materials. 
 
Dance Floor at Neighborhood Cultural Centers 
As part of Chicago Dance Month, AARCH will purchase and store a portable dance floor to be 
used for performances at venues in culturally under served neighborhoods across Chicago. 
Chicago cultural centers under discussion for dance events during summer and fall 2016 
include:  
• Central/Westside (Douglas Park Cultural Center, Austin Town Hall Cultural Center, Garfield 

Park, Piotrowski Park Cultural Center). 
• South Side (Hamilton Park Cultural Center, Sherman Park, Fuller Park). 
 
Most of these centers would require the portable dance floor in order for performances to occur. 
Without a sprung floor, dancers would be performing on concrete/rough surfaces and would run 
a high risk of injury. The dance floor is essential to the presentation of programming in culturally-
under-served wards. 
 
 

9 | Web and Social Strategy 
 
SeeChicagoDance.com (SCD) is the main destination site for the citywide marketing initiative. 
AARCH aims to increase SCD web traffic and grow the ticket buyer / SCD list from 11.4K 
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names to 15K, directly increasing the reach available to every dance company using the 
AARCH modestly priced eBlast ad program. A freelance consultant for AARCH will manage 
social content, and work with the identified graphic designer to consistently brand across 
various platforms, including eblasts, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. 

10 | Co-marketing Strategy 
 
To maximize the effectiveness and reach of the citywide marketing initiative, and the value that 
“Dance Ambassadors” have for the community, AARCH will reach out to its 70+ Member 
organizations and form co-marketing agreements. AARCH will develop a list of ways of how 
partners can be involved through co-marketing activities which may include marketing in 
season/program print materials, website and sharing on social media. Partners could brand their 
involved as: “Proud partner of Chicago. Every Day is a Dance.” (or similar). This will also be 
included in the digital media kit for AARCH members.   
 
10.1 ED Group Partners 
The 19 members of the AARCH ED group, along with a marketing steering committee 
comprised of representatives from other member organizations, will be actively involved in 
crafting and implementing targeted, uniting concepts that have impact. Roles and 
responsibilities include active steering committee participation, and dissemination of digital 
materials and toolkit to their own constituencies. Partners will help advocate for the program and 
assist AARCH in building enthusiasm for the initiative.  
 

ED Group Partners 
Auditorium Theatre of Roosevelt University      Ballet Chicago 
Chicago Dance Crash                                               Chicago Dance Festival 
Chicago Human Rhythm Project                           The Dance Center of Columbia College Chicago 
DanceWorks Chicago                                               Deeply Rooted Dance Theater 
Ensemble Espanol Spanish Dance Theater         Giordano Dance Chicago 
Hubbard Street Dance Chicago                              The Joffrey Ballet 
Links Hall                                                                   Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago 
North Shore Center for the Performing Arts      REI Dance Group 
River North Dance Chicago                                    Salt Creek Ballet 
Thodos Dance Chicago  
 
10.2 Citywide Partners 
AARCH will also work to secure partnerships from our citywide partners and stakeholders who 
will also benefit from the citywide marketing initiative.  
 

City Partners 
Choose Chicago Cultural Tourism Planning 
Commission 

Chicago Transit Authority 

City of Chicago Chicago Public Schools District 
Cultural Department  
Chicago Park District  
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APPENDIX A. KEY AUDIENCES 
 

KEY AUDIENCE BENEFIT SOUGHT  REPOSITION 
OBJECTIVES 

AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT 
OBJECTIVES 

Primary Audience 
"Dance Tasters” 

Occasional/Seasonal 
Dance Consumers 

• Curiosity: Gives them a 
new dance experience to 
explore 

• To be entertained by an 
awe-inspiring spectacle or 
a special city event 

• Appeals to civic pride, to 
be part of your 
neighborhood 

• To activate their 
imagination and see 
something beautiful 

• Change perceptions 
of Dance to be part 
of the identity of 
Chicago, by 
showing who 
attends, and dance 
as social experience 
occurring across the 
city 

• Increase awareness of 
SeeChicagoDance.com 

 
• Diversify, attract local 

Chicago audiences and 
tourists to go more often, 
anywhere 

 
• Broaden relationship with 

couples and family 
audiences to go more 
often, anywhere. 

 
Secondary Audience/s 

"Dance 
Enthusiasts" 
Regular Dance 

Consumers 

• To share experience with 
others 

• To be moved emotionally 
and transformed, to feel 
excited 

• To be spiritually uplifted 
• To experience the journey 

of dance with other 
influential people  

• Change perceptions 
of Dance to be part 
of the identity of 
Chicago, to be seen 
as a diverse, 
transformative and 
social experience 

• To identify Chicago 
as a “Dance Town” 

• Increase use of 
SeeChicagoDance.com 

• Broaden relationship with 
diverse young 
professional/arts/social 
audiences, across dance 
styles 

• Go more often and go to 
different performances 
(try new) 

“Dance Curious” 
Interested Cultural 

Consumers 

• Curiosity: Gives them a 
new artistic experience to 
explore 

• Appeals to civic pride, to 
be part of Chicago cultural 
community 

• Activates their imagination 
and see something 
beautiful 

• Change perceptions 
of Dance to be part 
of the identity of 
Chicago, and must-
do arts experience 
across the city 

• Increase awareness of 
SeeChicagoDance.com 

• Cross-arts opportunities 
with other cultural forms 
such as Theatre Goers, 
Jazz Lovers and/or 
Improvisation audiences 

 

Tertiary Audience 
“Dance 

Ambassadors” 
Active Dance  

Professionals / 
Active Professional 

Consumers 
 

• To connect ideas and be 
intellectually challenged 

• To see something new 
and surprising 

• Appeals to civic pride, 
being part of the dance 
community with a sense of 
place and belonging 

• To socially bond with all of 
my dance friends 

• To be spiritually uplifted 

• Enable them to be 
megaphones that 
dance is part of the 
identity of Chicago  

• Reward super 
attendees as dance 
ambassador 

• To identify Chicago 
as a “Dance Town” 

• Deepen relationship 
• Deepen and reward 

loyalty 
• Encourage/invite them to 

bring friends such as 
“Dance Taster” and 
“Dance Curious” 
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APPENDIX B | AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT VISION 
The vision for audience developmental is to change audience beliefs about dance in Chicago, 
so as to grow larger and increasingly diverse audiences and earned revenue. Outlined below is 
the intended repositioning we aim to achieve within 5-years of the initiatives launch. 

CURRENTLY IN 2015 CHICAGO DANCE AUDIENCES … 
 
Perceptions 

 
• BELIEVE DANCE IS AN INSPIRING / UPLIFTING ARTS EXPERIENCE 

Dance 
Community 
Involvement: 

• Are motived to attend/participate in dance for extrinsic/external factors (e.g., 
location of venue) and their connection to the dance community (e.g., know 
someone in the company).   

• Is a mix of dance consumers (63%) and professional dancers (37%), with 
consumers of dance not exploring many different companies or genres of dance; 
where as professionals are more exploratory. 

Geo-
demographic:  

• Are mainly female, white, with children not living in home, 45-64, highly 
educated, higher income bracket, more than half live in Chicago (Andersonville, 
Lakeview, Wicker Park, Bucktown and Gold Coast).  

• Are in diverse pockets throughout city and connected to programming.  
• Have a college education and have been exposed to the arts (live and visual) at 

some point in their education.   
Arts & City 
Involvement: 

• Have an interest in the arts and making cultural events a regular part of their 
lives. 

	  

BY 2020 CHICAGO “DANCE TASTERS” AND “DANCE ENTHUSIASTS” WILL … 
 
Perceptions: 

 
• BELIEVE DANCE IS PART OF THE IDENTITY AND LIFE OF CHICAGO AND 

ITS CULTURAL HERITAGE. 
• See participation as an audience member as part of what makes them live the 

life of a Chicagoan as well as think dance is integral to society.   
• Are motivated to attend/participate as they want to share their enjoyment of 

dance with visitors, friends and family (social-self); feel invited to enjoy dance 
(feeling self) as well as be artistically curious and engaged about dance 
(thinking-self). 

Dance 
Community 
Involvement: 

• Are made up of dance consumers (Dance Tasters, Dance Enthusiasts), dance 
professionals (Dance Ambassadors, Dance Learners), and a growing group of 
cultural consumers who are curious about dance (Dance Curious).  

• Are loyal not just to a company, venue or genre but loyal to dance. 
Geo-
demographic:  

• Are diverse in socioeconomic, ethnic (e.g., African American and Hispanic 
communities), and differently abled peoples.  

• Are men, women, transgendered, but mostly woman/girls, LGTBQ members who 
are between 20-55 with median income plus $30K so have the disposable 
income to enjoy dance across the city.  

• Are virtually accessible as an audience, as well as access dance venues by car, 
CTA, taxi, or Uber.  

Arts & City 
Involvement: 
 

• Have a general interest in the arts and making cultural events a regular part of 
their lives; are open to new and vibrant experiences and trying multiple kinds of 
performance or community gatherings.  

• Feels comfortable being an “explorer” of the city. 
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APPENDIX C: VIDEO CONCEPTS 2015/2016 
 
Concept 1: Chicago. Every Day is a Dance.     [Part of Chicago City life] 

2 video deliverables: a 30sec TV spot, as well as a 2min web version. 

Overall cadence of the spot should emulate a life pulse, with a rhythm in the editing that maintains a 
momentum, yet stills follows the pace of morning, daytime busy-ness and evening excitement. Editing 
should be quick, yet smooth cuts, placing the viewing in each scene.  

Music score is by a Chicago musician: upbeat with sort of a heartbeat, pulsing rhythm but still with a little 
grit and edge to echo and reflect the sense of Chicago as a working and moving city, bursting with 
culture, energy and LIFE! 

Open the spot with B-roll of a Chicago morning: an establishing shot of the Chicago morning sky; an 
alarm clock goes off; a shower is turned on; business clothing is being ironed. A late 20s/early 30s 
woman rises from bed and stretches (character 1); a dad busily moves around a kitchen packing kids’ 
lunches (character 2); an older couple takes a morning walk/jog on the 606 trail (characters 3+4).  

Cut to morning commute hustle and bustle: Divvy bikers on the road; people move smoothly and quickly 
as they pick up coffee from a local coffee shop (Big Shoulders, Intelligentsia, Gaslight Coffee Roasters, 
etc.); a CTA train conductor wishing riders and a great day as people enter/exit the train; we see the dad 
(character 2) and the woman from the bed (character 2) brush past each other on the train.); dancers 
stretch a prepare for morning ballet class. There is a healthy mix of ages, ethnicities, neighborhoods, and 
socio-economic ranges in all of the various shots. 

We see the older couple (characters 3+4) grocery shopping at a farmers market, jump cuts to one of the 
food stall employee animatedly and smoothly refilling fresh vegetables; the woman (character 1) picks up 
a smoothie/green juice at the same market. Cut to people preparing a stage space in a small theater (e.g. 
tech rehearsal or opening night prep). Cut to the dad (character 2) in an office conference room, talking 
animatedly with his hands in a meeting. Cut to a dance company rehearsal, with a mix of footage of 
dancers marking their choreography, stretching — we see character 1 in profile in the foreground and 
dancers in the background.  

We feel the busy day ease into the late afternoon + early evening. Cut to people leaving an office 
building; two friends meet each other in front of an outdoor café; people sweating in a gym/spin/yoga 
class; people at the lakefront running, biking, playing chess. Dad (character 2) is with his daughter an 
AYSO soccer game. 

B-roll of sun setting down over a Chicago neighborhood. Cut to the smooth and fluid choreography of line 
cooks/sous chefs in a busy restaurant service (maybe a cameo by a celebrity chef like Stefanie Izzard, 
Graham Elliot, Rick Bayless). We observe the dance in the kitchen and we follow a dish carried to the 
Dad (character 2) dining with his family (partner of either gender + 2 kids) dining at the restaurant. Cut to 
a close up of woman character 1 applying eyeliner/makeup as if she was getting ready to go out to dinner 
or a date, checking her. Cut to the older couple of the man helping the woman with her coat on.  

Cut to various scenes in a theater: a costumer backstage sews a stitch of a costume; a person enters the 
“stage door” entrance in an alley; people wait in line at a box office; close-up on the hands of a ticket-
taker in the front of house; a stage manager with a headset mimics the CTA train conductor’s movements 
from the morning footage.  
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The older couple (characters 3 + 4) ease into theater seats. Two friends from the outdoor café hail a taxi. 
The dad (character 2) loving holds his daughter’s hand as she looks around in amazement of entering a 
theater. We see the young woman (character 1) in a shadowed profile in the wings, backlit by the stage 
sidelights. The curtain rises. The musical score fades out/ducks down low. Fade thru black. Then we see 
the faces of all of our characters in the seats, illuminated by the stage lights. They each smile, exhale, sit 
back and relax in their seats. 

Chicago. Every day is a dance. 

Call to action. Hashtag.  
 
Concept 2: Chicago. Every Day is a Dance.     [Part of a Chicagoan’s life.] 

This story visually shows what dance means in Chicago --- to professional dancers, and non-dancers 
alike, and how the everyday life of a dancer is not so different from our own. By seeing every day 
experiences through the lens of a dancer, the viewer starts to have a connection, and understand that 
dance is all around them: on trains, in restaurants, sidewalks, and offices. Create a connected experience 
of being a Chicagoan. The concept is inspired by Jordan Matter’s photography series, “Dancers Among 
Us,” http://www.dancersamongus.com/index. 

The video starts by following “everyday” people (i.e. non-dancers) that might include a variety such as 
young (tween) girl, a middle aged couple, a young mother, and a business man, all various ages and 
ethnicities.  

The tween girl gets ready in the morning, brushes her hair and looks in the mirror. Jump cut to similar 
image of a young female dancer, doing the same morning ritual, but while she going through her morning 
routine, she relevees on her toes, does a spin in the bathroom mirror, etc.; The business man gets into 
the shower. Cut to a male dancer, in the shower but jumping and rocking out into his bar of soap; The 
young mom pushes her toddler in a stroller through the park, the dancer version pushes a stroller beside 
her, but does fancy footwork along the way; the business man prepares to walk into a board room and 
give a presentation, a dancer stands in the wings backstage and takes her cue to enter onstage; the 
middle age couple gets on the EL together, and sit down next to a dancer, who then leaps and spins out 
the door at the next train stop. The businessman gets off work and leaves the office to go play a game of 
hoops with his friends at the gym. You see him sweat and jump for the ball, cross cut with a dancer 
jumping into the air and being caught by another set of hands. These parallel occurrences keep going 
until one of the “everyday” characters takes notice of the dancer next to them in a particular setting, 
perhaps on a downtown street, and they make eye contact, and smile at one another. After the dancer 
and non dancer part and start to go separate ways, the non-dancer person starts to tap their toe, and then 
they start to dance down the Chicago street, too. The energy has captured and transferred to him, too.  

The story culminates as we then see each “non -dancer” person incorporating some version of dance into 
their own lives: the middle aged couple arrive at a dance studio to take a ballroom lesson, the young 
tween is at a school dance shyly taking the hand of a boy with pimples and a droopy flower, the mom 
dances with the baby in the living room, etc. This is interspersed with shots of the professional dancers 
seen on stage, performing. 

Chicago. Every Day is a Dance. 

Call to action. Hashtag.  
 


